















We consider the Chern-Simons parameter shift with the hybrid reg-
ularization consisting of the higher covariant derivative (HCD) and the
Pauli-Villars (PV) regulators. We show that the shift is closely related
to the parity of the regulators and get the shift and no-shift results by a
suitable choice of the PV regulators. A naive treatment of the HCD term
leads incorrect value of the shift.
The Chern{Simons (CS) parameter shift was studied by many authors from
a perturbative point of view. The shift is caused by the quantum correction,
but the outcome varies with the way of regularization. Some authors conclude
that the CS parameter  shifts by quadratic casimir c
v
, [1, 2] and some others
say that there is no shift. [3] Recently, several authors [4] showed that the above
ambiguity comes from the large-momentum behavior of the regularized action,
and we can get both the results by a suitable choice of the regulators.
In the CS gauge theory the treatment of the anti-symmetric symbol 

is nontrivial. As it is dicult to dene 

in a critical dimension, like 
5
in four dimensional gauge theory, the dimensional regularization which is most
convenient and popular for gauge theory is problematic here. In such a case,
Pauli{Villars (PV) regularization method is useful because it does not touch the
dimension. In particular, when it is employed with higher covariant derivative
(HCD) regulators it is well known that the shift result is derived from the one-
loop corrections.[2] On the other hand, the no-shift result does not given by any
PV method. If there is an ambiguity depending on the regulator, we ought to
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get the no-shift result following the same procedure which gives a shift result [2]
by a suitable choice of regulators.
The hybrid regularization method consists of following steps. [6] First we
introduce the HCD regulators in the theory. They improve the behavior of
propagators at large momentum, rendering the theory less divergent at the cost
of the emergence of new vertices, and the theory is reduced to superrenormaliz-











as HCD action, the supercial degree of divergence is calculated as ! = 3  (n+
1)(L 1) E
A
, where F is eld strength of gauge, n an integer parameter, E
A
the
number of external gauge eld and L the number of loop momentum. All graphs
except one-, two- and three-point functions at one-loop level are convergent for
n  1. We deal with the remainder by a PV type of regularization.
We have a choice of PV regulators to regulate the one-loop graphs. The
PV regulators are constructed from the original action adding a mass term of
parity-even. [6] In this case, because the CS term has the parity-odd nature the
PV elds are the mixed states of even and odd in parity. [2] In actual calculation,
the cross terms from parity-even and -odd parts remain at the large momentum
limit and they contribute to the shift. Namely, the parity-breaking of PV elds
causes the shift. Then if we can make a parity-invariant regulators which are
uniform in parity, all of them are parity-even or -odd, any cross terms do not
arise and we expect that we can get the no-shift results. We show that we can
construct such regulators introducing two types of PV elds.
In the following discussion we consider R
3
with Euclidean metric g

of










is the anti-hermitian generator of the Lie algebra. We take the structure
constant f
abc

















. Following the chiral invariant regularization in chiral
theory [7] by introducing the innitely many PV elds, we write the regularized





















































are the CS, gauge xing and higher covariant deriva-



















are the PV eld
for gauge and for ghost, respectively. The details will be given below.
































































where c, c and b are the ghost, anti-ghost and auxiliary elds, respectively, 
0










x is over the whole R
3
. The function f(@=) must
behave higher than (@=)
n
to ensure the convergence of higher loops in arbitrary
gauge, and we take a polynomial of @= such that f(@=)! 1 as !1.















































































































in the below for the simplication of the cal-
culation.
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Under the parity transformation 



































conserves parity i.e. we have to
introduce a `pair' of two PV elds with the same index j to construct a parity
invariant regulator.
Consider when we regulate the theory by the parity-invariant PV pairs. A
pair is made from two elds, introducing one pair corresponds to subtracting
double the divergence. Then to remedy the over subtraction we introduce an-
other parity-invariant pair of the opposite statistics, which means adding double
the divergence. To remedy the over addition we have to introduce the third pair.
We repeat such steps alternately until the divergence is canceled. Namely, we
cannot regulate the theory by a nite number of PV elds, but we need an
innite number to regulate by the parity-invariant PV elds. This is the reason
why we introduced an innite number of PV elds in (2).








As we see later, the condition for M
j
not only guarantees the parity invariance
but leads to a well convergent function with the help of the condition for 
j
,
when we calculate the quantum correction explicitly. The condition for 
j
means
that we introduce fermionic PV eld ( 1) and bosonic one (+1) alternately.






are introduced for the complete regularization of Yang-Mills theory. [8] When
we introduce them the Feynman rules of PV elds become similar to ones of gauge eld, and
we can easily calculate the summation with index j.
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= 0 where we may take 
j
and the number of PV elds
arbitrarily. The innite number is the cost we are asked to pay for choosing the
alternating PV elds.
For ghost eld there is no parity-odd term in the action and we use the fol-





































which is parity-invariant by itself.









b = 0; 
B





























Here we chose a homogeneous BRST transformation for the PV elds to preserve
the gauge invariance. [2]
Now we accomplish the task to construct parity and gauge invariant reg-
ularization, we are ready to calculate the quantum correction. For simplicity
we consider the two-point functions in the following. All the loops we have to
calculate are listed in Fig. 1.
As our main aim is to calculate so-called `{shift', we concentrate to discuss
on parity-odd terms of the vacuum polarization tensor. Each of the loops (a),
(b), (c) and (d) in Fig. 1 contains parity-odd term, and the parity odd contri-
butions come from these four loops. First we consider the loops (a) and (b).
They have the same form, and when we write the contribution of loop (a) to

































































































































where q = k   p and p is the external momentum. Since (14) is proportional






have the same value apart









































0 independently of 
0
.
Next we consider the loops (c) and (d). The mechanism of the cancella-




















= 0. There is no contribution from these loops.
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Figure 1: The loops contribute to the vacuum polarization tensor. The wavy
line means the gauge eld A, the curly line the PV eld A
j
, and the straight
line the auxiliary eld b
j
. The rough- and ne-dotted line mean ghost c and
PV for ghost c
i
, respectively. We use the same assignment of internal momenta,
where q = k   p. (a), (b), (c) and (d) have both parity-even and parity-odd
contributions.
As a result, the parity odd terms are not induced through the vacuum polariza-
tion tensor. We conclude that  does not shift with parity-invariant regulators.
To complete our regularization scheme we also consider the parity-even con-
tributions from all the loops in Fig. 1. They contain divergent terms which must










































































The rst term originates from the dierence of Feynman rule expressions be-
tween ghost and PV for ghost and does not depend on mass parameter m.






and write the summation with index i from  1 to 1. The summation
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where C is an arbitrary constant. Using these results, we nd that in (16) the
second term vanishes and only the rst term remains divergent.
This mechanism arises also in the calculation of the loops from (a) to (f);
the divergent parts containing the mass parameter vanish after the innite sum









































The divergence is the same as the one in (16) except for the sign and the total
divergence from the parity-even terms vanishes. What is shown hereto is that
the theory is regularized completely, that is, the regularization works properly.
In this note, we consider the non-abelian CS gauge theory with the hybrid
regularization which consists of the HCD action and the parity invariant PV
elds, and calculate the vacuum polarization tensor. On the PV condition (10),







cancel out because of the parity invariance. From these facts we can
conclude that the CS shift does not occur.
We can derive the shift result introducing the non-parity-invariant PV reg-
ulators. [2] In this choice, the parity-odd contributions from the PV loops, like
the rst term of (14), induce to the shift since the cancellation mechanism of
them does not work. These two results show the ambiguity of the CS shift by
the regulators. Using the HCD term like FDF , instead of DFDF , we can show
that the CS shift does occur. It is considered that each result belongs to the
dierent universality class which is classied by the parity of the regulators at
a large momentum. [4]
Finally we comment on the choice of the HCD terms. Alvarez-Gaume et al.[2]
chose the HCD action as DFDF and calculated the one-loop graphs in the limit
of !1. This calculation is not acceptable because the nite contribution is
not the same as one that we calculate in the nite . The inclusion of DFDF







































































with nite . Since this term makes the ghost
self-energy nonzero, the theory needs the renormalization procedure which af-
fects the shift. In fact, we can show the non-integer shift with DFDF term
directly. This shift contradicts with the quantization condition [9] caused by
the large-gauge transformation. But if we add Yang-Mills term FF to DFDF
we get the integer shift [10] in agreement with the result by usual methods. [1]
This fact says that the naive treatment of  may lead an incorrect result.
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